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Breaking through

I n Greg Woodard’s new exhibition 
at Altamira Fine Art, the bronze artist 
has created large-scale depictions of 

two coins—Buffalo Nickel and Indian Head 
Penny—and then allowed the subjects of those 
coins to burst out into the world, freeing them 
from the confines of their flat reliefs.

“I’m really trying to take my work to a 
different plane. The coin was a good platform 
to express an abstract thought and abstract 
concept,” says Woodard, who lives and works 
in Brigham City, Utah. “I’ve always been 
interested in taking inanimate things and 
bringing them to life. The title of the show is 
Break Through, and that’s what the coins are: 
they are breaking through bronze, through 
restrictions…they’re breaking free.”

Altering these timeless images was a risky 
move—after all, these are works of art that 
many people have seen and may even have 
in a coin jar—but Woodard strode forward 
with confidence. With Buffalo Nickel, the 
sculptor had to render James Earl Fraser’s 
famous buffalo image into three-dimensions 
in a way that honored the original work yet 
also brought the piece to life. To give it more 
of a worn nickel look, he did the piece in 

steel, which melts at a higher temperature 
than bronze and also creates several patina 
challenges. 

“I found myself trying to make bronze look 
like steel, so why not just use steel,” he says. 
“My foundry’s furnaces don’t get hot enough 
to melt steel, so they had to send it out to a 
commercial foundry. I do all my own patinas, 
and I was told that I wouldn’t be able to patina 
steel. But I started experimenting with it and 
found it can be done. It many ways steel takes 
color better than bronze.”

With Indian Head Penny, Woodard takes a 
number of liberties with James B. Longacre’s 
original engraving, which appears on the 
coin as more of a Greek bust—“He looks 
like Mercury to me,” Woodard says—than of 
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Greg Woodard examines Indian Head Penny 
as he works in the gallery.
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a Native American chief. “I’m a little bit sensitive 
to the white-man-does-Indian thing. I wanted to 
make it more about the coin, which is a really 
neat-looking coin,” Woodard says, adding that 
he used photographs by Edward S. Curtis as 
inspiration for his model. “Artists back then 
made Native Americans look like white men, 
and didn’t honor them the way they should. For 
instance, in the original, the feathers are small 
sparrow feathers, but in mine the feathers are 
much longer.”

Another work in the show is Taking on Jupiter, 
depicting a buffalo surging toward a locomotive, 
only its cattleguard visible above a single rail. 
The Jupiter from the title is the name of one of the 
trains involved in the famous joining of the rails for 
the 1869 completion of the First Transcontinental 
Railroad, which took place not far from Woodard’s 
home and studio. The artist was also, for a short 
period of time, a switchman and brakeman for the 
Union Pacific Railroad. The buffalo he has created 
in the piece is proud and heroic, but is facing his 
own doom. 

“Yeah, the buffalo lost that particular battle, 
but in reality the buffalo survived,” Woodard says. 
“They were nearly wiped out, but we got wise 
enough to save them. So the buffalo eventually won 
in the end.” 
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Indian Head 
Penny, 
bronze,  
ed. of 17,  
36 x 30 x 16"

Buffalo Nickel, steel, ed. of 21, 16½ x 15½ x 7"

Eagle Medicine Man, bronze, ed. of 21, 30 x 18 x 12-" 
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